
San Francisco - Córdoba
Systems Engineering - not completed

2004 - 2006
UTN

EDUCATION

Involved in many projects as designer and developer. Built wordpress
templates and served as consultant in mobile app design.

UI Designer / Frontend Developer
2007 - present
Freelance

Designed and built templates for corporate and news site. Also built
several HTML E-mail templates.

Lead designer and frontend developer
2009 - 2010
Powersite

Involved in many projects for clients such as Goodyear, BestBuy,
Technicolor and NatGeo. Also helped build team skills in HTML/CSS.

Frontend developer / Tech leader
2010 - 2014
Globant

Mobile and Web design, involved in the whole design process,
from concept to sketch, wireframe, visual design and styleguide specs.

UX/UI DesignerDonweb
2014 - present

http://lisandrovico.github.ioPortfolio

EXPERIENCE

I'm a self-taught UI Designer and Front-end Developer with 7+ years of experience.

I love designing and building clean, minimal User Interfaces. I focused mainly on web projects as 
developer, designer and Team Leader, but in 2013 changed my interest towards mobile designing 
native applications for Android and iOS platforms.

I also find teaching and transmitting my knowledge a fulfilling activity, that’s why I enjoy giving workshops 
and webinars on HTML/CSS and Mobile design.

My main focus right now is to keep on learning on UX/UI Design, helping build team skills in the projects 
i'm involved and finding challenging opportunities for further develop both, my technical and soft skills.

PROFILE

UX / UI DESIGNER
Lisandro VicoVICO



LISANDRO VICO
lisandrovico@gmail.com

lisandrovico.github.io
(+54) 0341 156-142-444

COOKING TRAVELING MOVIES 8-BIT GAMES MEDITATION

HOBBIES AND INTERESTS

LEADERSHIP

TEAM WORK

PROACTIVENESS

COMMUNICATION

SOFT SKILLS

HTML/CSS MARKUP

RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN

FRONTEND SKILLS

WEB DESIGN

MOBILE DESIGN

UX DESIGN

WIREFRAMING

DESIGN SKILLS

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS

I focus on the small and subtle details as welll as 
on the big picture. I believe that there is always 
something to learn in every situation, so I give all 
my best to create something exceptional out of it.

THANKS FOR YOUR TIME


